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T1(H) Relaxation Measurement – Inverse Recovery 
 
Topspin 3.6 
In this experiment a series of 1D proton experiments with varying delays via inversion recovery will be collected.  
This experiment can be modified to measure the T1 of X-nuclei. 

 
   
Acquire a 1H Spectrum 
Create a new dataset by typing new and enter a new NAME for this dataset as needed. 
If deuterated solvent is available, lock, shim, atma, pulsecal, and run a 1H NMR experiment in EXPNO 1 with 
the parameters required for your spectrum (sw, o1p, etc.). You can run this experiment without lock solvent. 
 
Set up the Experiment 
Create a new experiment in your dataset by typing new and changing the EXPNO to 2 and clicking save.  
Type ased to open the pulse sequence parameters.  Change the pulse sequence from zg30 to t1ir.  Set the 
following parameters: d1= 5*T1, ns to at least 4 scans, ds=4.   
 
Set up the variable delay list (VDlist) 
Click on the ? next to the VDlist (or type VDlist).  Select the t1delay, click ok.  Edit the list of delays in the text 
file to reflect varying delays for the inversion recovery experiments as noted during training.  Close this window.  
 
Type eda to open more parameters – click on     . Change the experiment to a pseudo 2D experiment.  Then 
make TD in F1 = the number of delays listed in the text file t1delay.   
 
Acquire the T1(H) data 
Type zg to begin the experiment (expt to calculate experiment time). 
 
Processing the series of spectra 
When the experiment is finished type xf2 to process all the data.  It will look somewhat like a 2D experiment.   
To plot the intensities and calculate the T1 values, select Analysis from the menus at the top, then select T1/T2 
Relaxation to open the NMR Relaxation Guide - a tutorial which will ultimately calculate the relaxation time.    
 

o Click on Extract Slice – select spectrum – type in the delay number which has the longest delay value 
in the t1delay table.  Phase this 1D spectrum so that it is positive, save and return.   

o Click on Peaks/Ranges icon – integrate all the peaks you’d like to measure a T1 value, click on       and 
select Export to Relaxation Module.   

o Click on Relaxation Window icon to fit the data.  Click the green ‘play’ button to calculate the T1. 
o Click on the bubble icon to view and/or print the results. 

 
If the resulting T1 is longer or similar to the longest delay in t1delay, repeat this experiment lengthening d1 and 
the last few delays listed in the t1delay table for a more accurate measurement. 
 
NOTES: 


